
Malcolm Kilduff, the former 
White House aide who de-
scribes the published criti-
cisms of the Warren Commis-
sion report of President 
Kennedy's assassination as 
"pure garbage," has succeed-
ed in adding to the confusion 
that already exists. 

Kilduff, who was riding four 
cars behind the President on 
the fateful day, is very sure of 
two things: 

The Warren Commission 
was right in its conclusion that 
Lee Harvey Oswald was the 
only assassin involved. 

But the Warren Commission 
was wrong in concluding that 
Texas Gov, John . B. Connally • 
was wounded by the same 
bullet that struck Kennedy in 
the back of the neck.-  

Kilduff bases : the second 
conclusion on the fact that he, 
and reporters in the car with 
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him, heard three distinct shots 
fired from the book depository 
where Oswald was stationed. 
After the first shot he recalls 
that Merrjpian Smith of the 
United „Tt es-1P.  International 
asked, •?4,k&at. ws.,,,

ou  
thatj" and 

that he relied; "it sounded to 
me like a firecracker." 

The second shot, according 

second 	 rThe 
to Kilduff, came t. 

dad, 	 tefinedy, 
followed after a shorter inter-
val. 

This testimony, which 
Incidentally was ne 	ard 
biiimthessiWag. Mmcf.9 " 	10) 
throws at least some dou on 

. a number of assumptions on 
which the commission's 

. findings were based. 
Among these, the major 

assumption has been that 
Kennedy and Connally were 
bath_wounded in a very short  

. interval. Indeed, the commis 
sion's single - bullet theory is 
based on :tie premise that it 
would have beett.impossible. 
for Oswald to:fire two shots in 
the time elapsed:Most experts 
_have held that acceptance of a 
two-bullet theory would mean 
accepting the existence of a 
second assassin. 

This generally accepted 
timing of the shooting depends 
primarily on a Mtn of the 
assassination made by an 
amateur photographer named 
Abraham Z a pf ud e r. The 
apparently 	• uninterrupted 
sequence of frames indicates if 
maximum of 1.3 seconds 
between the wounding of the 
two men. Oswald's rifle, in the 
hands of an.' 	terndred.-: 
2.3 seconds between shots. 

Kilduff, in disputing this 
physical evidence, holds that 
the actual interval between 

actually much longer than the 
film indicates. Quite long 

• enough, in fact, for Oswald 
to have recharged his gun and . 
fired them both himself. If he 
[ i fs right, the current specula-
Zion about the possibility of a 
,second assassin would carry 

 very little weight. • 
Nor is the photographic 

 

evidence in. itself necessarily 
conclusive. The ''' somewhat 
blurred series,cif .pictures does 
not entirely rule out the 
possibility ' thity-"Zapruder's 
finger:slipped ax:  that 	pn% 
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course, that the recollections 
of.` ,one more witness add very 

-little to the volnmet of con-
flicting , testimony, theorizing 
and speculation that :, have 
already accumulated around 
the assassination. It does, 
however, provide a strong hint 
of the chaos that would be 
created if the advice of the 
critics were followed and a 
new inquiry into the case were 
eld,  
Despite all of the questions 

,which have been raised, no 
Solidsew evidence has been 

lyroduriiFso far to fault the 
'basic,...findings of the original 

vestigation. Nor is it likely 
at ,. a new investigation 

opened three years after the 
event would succeed in resolv-
ing any of the controversy 
which has ., accumulated 
around the Warren _Commis-
sion report. 

Sen. Richard B. Russell, D-
Ga., who served on the com-
mission, says the problem is.  
not one of raising questions 
but finding answers. The 
answers we have now may 
never be convincing to every-
body- But they are likely to 
remain the best available over 
the course of time. 


